
MotherMotherMother
EarthEarthEarth

Our host, 

Giver of life in abundance



As a human
collective we
have to come
together and 
 inner stand

that the planet
we live on isn't
just a resource-
bringer we can
endlessly take

from.. It's

Time to give back



Planet  EARTH = HEART
is, always was and always will BE 

the paradise god gave us - 
GARDEN EDEN 

in a consciousness of LOVE we can see and
feel, that we are ONE part with our host,
that we lack nothing at all, she provides

always with abundance ! 
WE have to let go, of all that isn't LOVE

and come back to BEing ONE ! 



HOW can we give back?
the feeling of LOVE, of gratitude, of joy,...

is felt by the planet! 
What yu think and speak, and in which

frequency is felt by Mother Earth.

We can send focused energy of LOVE, gratitude
or joy directly to her through prayers,

blessings, singing, ceremonies and simply our
intention in every MOMent. 



WATER blessings and ceremonies
water is pure consciousness, it is life.
our words and our frequency matter to the water.
Dr. Emoto found out, speaking LOVE into water
brings healing, meanwhile fear and  hate brings
destruction. to speak a prayer in gratitude, a
blessing in love or a perform a ceremony
towards/for/with water is powerful release,
healing and a beautiful way to give back LOVE
to our host.



Ceremonies - the purifying flame of transformation
Planet Earth = Heart is under quarantine with all
remaining darkness here. Hence why we are the
brightest strongest lights the contracted with God
herself to rock this.
One way to transform and dissolve lower energies like
hate, fear, control, judging,.. is burning a ceremony.
write it all on a paper in your organic words and burn it
with the intent of purifyig in the love of forgiveness. 



Heart felt intentions
We all are deeply connected to our host. Our intentions
in every MOMent matter. if we are on a walk, at the
water,  at home, working, playing or cleaning - in
every MOMent we can send gratitude and love to her,
we can imagine our roots deep down anchored in the
safe protection of Mother Gaia., find joy and BE our
greatest grandest version. We help with our intentions of
unity, harmony, honor, healing, unconditional love to
bring Heaven back to Earth! 


